
Young Champions Auction Returns

Young Champions Auction is back for its second edition, featuring young
talented horses!

The Young Champions Auction team of Jos Verlooy, Kevin Jochems, Brent
Onsia, and Dave Vermandel are offering horses of various ages. There are
promising three-year-olds ready to be trained under the saddle, as well as
ridden four, five, six, and seven-year-olds showcasing their best qualities for
their age.

This year, the auction will not only be online but also include a live event
scheduled for Tuesday, August 22, 2023, starting at 8 p.m. (CET).

Excited to explore the collection? A wide range of high-quality horses are
offered, including dazzling standouts with the best attitude to excel in top-
level sports. Visit the website to check out the entire collection at
www.youngchampions.auction.

Under the powerful slogan “Join us today for your champion of
tomorrow,” the Young Champions Auction team has undoubtedly
succeeded in their mission. Looking back at the first edition in 2022, the
team is proud to see so many satisfied customers. The horses from the
inaugural edition are impressing and winning in competition.

Now, with the 2023 edition, the Young Champions Auction is committed to
providing you with the best of the best to find your next champion! This
collection has been carefully chosen and assembled under the watchful
eyes of the entire team. With pride, the Young Champions Auction team
presents this collection. They are eagerly looking forward to August 22,
2023, and hope you find the perfect match to shine together!

Stay up-to-date with our latest developments and register now to stay
connected. Follow us on Facebook & Instagram for the latest news!

Desperados Van Het Mezenhof
Z

Gelding - 2018
Dominator 2000 Z x For Pleasure

This young gelding seems to follow in
the footsteps of his father. The
sharpness of Desperados Van Het
Mezenhof Z is extraordinary, and he
shows a ton of power.

Melbourne-Tren
Mare - 2017

Apardi x Calido I

This talented daughter of Apardi
promises to become a true sport
horse. Her enormous rideability
makes it easy for any rider to
smoothly navigate the seven-year-old
horse competitions next year.

Barones de Jolie Z
Mare - 2018

Bamako De Muze x For Pleasure

The sharpness of Bamako de Muze
combined with the Olympic mentality
of For Pleasure. This five-year-old
Barones de Jolie Z makes all jumps
seem easy and gives a fantastic
feeling. What a joy and talent to ride!

R-Neovanna EH
Gelding - 2017

Nixon van’t Meulenhof x Animo

With R-Neovanna EH, you not only
steal the show with his qualities, but
also with his appearance!  His mother
jumped at the 1.60m level, and that is
the level you can aim for with this
black gem!

El La Star Z
Mare - 2020

Emerald van’t Ruytershof x
Santander H

It’s all in the name! With a mother that
jumped 1.50m and an aunt that
jumped 1.60m, the stars don’t seem
so far away. Blood, sharpness, and
power, El La Star Z has it all!

Riverdance V.D. Middelstede
Mare - 2017

Le Blue Diamond van’t Ruytershof x
Thunder Van De Zuuthoeve

Her full brother is approved for the
BWP studbook, and her grandmother
is the mother of the famous ‘Domino’,
the horse that Jos Verlooy jumped at
the 1.60m level and achieved
magnificent results! Who wouldn’t
want to have the qualities of Domino
for themselves?

VIEW THE FULL COLLECTION!

For questions and more detailed information, contact the team via
WhatsApp:

Jos Verlooy: +32 487 161 016

Brent Onsia: +32 472 861 873

Kevin Jochems: +31 683 257 725

Dave Vermandel: +32 473 655 123

or email info@youngchampions.auction

REGISTER HERE TO BID ONLINE
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